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                                                           No. SNEA/KRL/CGM/2014/171Dated  10-7-2015 
To 
           Sri Subbiah  R M  
 The General Manager (Mobile Services) 
         BSNL, Kerala Circle,  Trivandrum.     
 
Sir, 
        Sub: Work Related to Integrated OMC at EKM– reg. 
          No. SNEA/KRL/CGM/2014/163 Dated  13-5-2015 
 
 Kindly refer the letter  cited  above  wherein we have requested to review the work considering the 
amenities required and the apprehension expressed by us. 
  
 The proposed Integrated OMC Hall has more space  than that of the present one but  by proposing  
nearly 100 Seats  which is  far above the actual requirement  making it very much congested   . Moreover 
the amenities like rest room, sufficient Wash and Toilet Facilities are also not planned as per the 
requirement considering the particularly  the fact that majority of executives are ladies. Hence it is 
requested to take suggestions from the Staff of OMCR to make it more user friendly by making 
comfortable seating arrangements and other amenities as mentioned above.  
 
Moreover, the Broadband NOC is  working in the same floor adjacent to the construction site. Since the 
contractor is working without keeping any precautionary steps, the sophisticated and high revenue 
earning core network elements are now filled with dust and  without AC . It will invite fault to these crucial 
equipments  and inconvenience to the Staff working..By considering these facts, it is requested to make 
an Air Conditioned Segregation  to the Broadband NOC   and also  the contractor may be instructed  to 
carry out  wet cleaning  on a daily basis.  
 
It is also reported that there is  no  proper  Financial Approval from the competent authority  for the work  
but the contractor’s bills  is being paid .  
 
At present Floor and False Ceiling works are going on hence  Seating arrangement  and Amenities like 
Rest Rooms, More Toilets and Wash Area can be suitably re-designed by considering the suggestions 
from the Staff to be accommodated in the proposed Integrated OMC. In this circumstanced, I request 
your goodself to kindly consider our suggestions  for a better working environment in the proposed 
Integrated OMC. 
  
Thanking You 
                                                                       Yours  Sincerely 
                                                                                Sd/- 

                                                                        George Varghese, 
    Copy to                                                         Circle Secretary 
    G M   (F) BSNL Kerala                              SNEA(India). Kerala Circle  
    CE, Civil, BSNL  Kerala 
    CGMT,  BSNL Kerala Circle 
 
                                                          , 


